J30a4 engine

The J-series is Honda 's fourth production V6 engine family introduced in , after the C-series ,
which consisted of three dissimilar versions. The J-series engine was designed in the United
States by Honda engineers. The J-series was designed for transverse mounting. Initially, the
system turns off one bank of cylinders under light loads, turning the V6 into a straight Some
versions were able to turn off one bank of cylinders or one cylinder on opposing banks,
allowing for three-cylinder use under light loads and four-cylinder use under medium loads. The
J25A displaced 2. The J25A used a It had a variable intake manifold to optimize torque output
across varying engine speeds and engine response. This version was on the Ward's 10 Best
Engines list for and The IMA hybrid version was on the list for In Honda created the J30A5 to
mark the 30th anniversary of the Accord. According to Honda, horsepower gains were achieved
with improvements to the airflow of the intake and exhaust system. The J32A3 includes a
one-piece exhaust manifold cast with the cylinder head, first introduced on the J30A4. The J37
uses a die-cast aluminum block with aluminum cylinder liners. Primarily due to the cylinder
liners being made from aluminum instead of cast-iron the engine weighs less than the J35Z
engines. The intake manifold is made from a cast magnesium alloy. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this
article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. Motor vehicle engine. Oct 15, ". Archived from the original on Retrieved Archived from
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Motor Manufacturing. Catalytic converter some versions. Circle L. Indy V8. Indy V6. The J-series
was Honda 's second V6 engine family, introduced in The J-series was designed for transverse
mounting. The J-series engine was designed in the United States by Honda engineers. It is built
at Honda's Anna, Ohio engine plant. The system uses the i-VTEC system to turn off one bank of
cylinders under light loads, turning the V6 into a straight The latest Variable Cylinder
Management system is able to turn off one bank of cylinders or one cylinder on opposing
banks, allowing for three-cylinder use under light loads or four-cylinder use under medium
loads. The J25A was the first J-series engine produced. The J25A displaced 2. The J30
displaces 3. It weighs nearly 20lb lighter and is an inch shorter than J30A1. This version was on
the Ward's 10 Best Engines list for and The IMA hybrid version was on the list for According to
Honda, horsepower gains were achieved with extensive improvements to the airflow of the
intake and exhaust systems. This makes it possible to swap in J32A2 camshafts. However, the
stock J30A1 valve springs are not as stiff as the J32A2 valve springs, so the valves may need
adjustment more frequently than on an unmodified J30A1 engine. Also, Accords used a
distributor, which means the rear camshaft has to be notched by a machinist in order to work in
those cars. The J32 displaces 3. The J32A3 also includes the one-piece exhaust manifold cast
with the cylinder head, first introduced on the J30A4. The J35 displaced 3. This engine was on
the Ward's 10 Best Engines list for and GM refers to it as the L From Honda Wiki. Category :
Honda engines. Navigation menu Personal tools Log in. Namespaces Page Discussion. Views
Read View source View history. Navigation Main page Recent changes Random page Help. This
page was last edited on 26 February , at Honda Motor Manufacturing. Keiretsu affiliates. Maybe
you would like your J30A1 engine to go a bit faster than it does right now. All these mods will
increase the power to HP, this is the optimum price-to-quality ratio. You can look for some
performance cams, install high compression pistons, or do other upgrades, but it is not worth
the money. You may avoid spending your money for what is described above and just purchase
a supercharger kit that will give you about the same horsepower. This will definitely be enough.
It makes no sense to go even higher, you will need forged internals, a turbo kit, and a lot of
other components i. I could be tempted now the V6 is no longer my daily driver. On the other
hand, the power output is ample as it is. Unless I had a race track nearby then no point, but I
even then I probably would buy the only manual swapped 3. Lucky that as the US seems to
really cater for the Coupe Comptech did the above supercharger kit that literally bolts on
without supporting mods. I would like a punch in the gut type torque at mid range rather than up
top power I have fitted one of these superchargers way before starting the club and I wasn't
impressed, think the owner went down the AEM engine management route to actually get some
real power benefit. When it was put on the dyno it made an extra bhp piss poor for the money

spent my current coupe was better stock his was mine with different stock tuning setups
anyway. Approximately, how much is this little lot in parts??? Might actually be viable for me
later on in Have got an enquiry running in states now, but they are into their "Happy Holidays "
at moment!!! Yeah it doesn't seem to give a huge amount of power does it A bhp increase from
bolting on a supercharger? Not many other bolt on goodies can give that sort of instant power
hike with no other mods! Sorry for the delay haven't found any realistic prices yet and there are
some additional costs to consider, the battery will need moving to the boot, the transmission
will need a cooler, new radiator due to age etc etc. Not to be ignored though is the fact that the
supercharger itself is parasitic so probably eats about another bhp of the increased engine
output, with a similar amount of torque being swallowed in addition. I know a supercharger is
parasitic, but bhp loss on a bhp engine pushing bhp does seem a little excessive but im no
expert. Saying that the blower on the Mercedes SLR needs bhp to run it Link is sixth post down
from top of first page. Can't transfer it on this device ,Dave , sorry! It only gives another 30bhp
on top of the bhp standard motor but worse still is the fact there is no torque increase to be had,
hence the comments. I had a Honda VFR and a version that were cam drive rather than belt or
chain. The had an addictive whine just like a supercharger and as a consequence drank fuel like
the Mate of mine has a V8 supercharged Jag well, a Daimler, actually, don't you know!
Apparently there is a rotrex system for the US Accord V6 but it loses the airconn. The comptech
system doesn't seem to have much going for it according to the US boys If you remember the
conversations we had on here some time back about my mates brothers one and fueling it with
LPG, they had to treat it as a bhp engine because of the parasitic losses of the charger so net
output was considerably less than bhp - can't remember the figures now but illustrates the
losses quite nicely. You need to be a member in order to leave a comment. Sign up for a new
account in our community. It's easy! Already have an account? Sign in here. Prev 1 2 Next Page
1 of 2. Recommended Posts. Posted December 24, Link to post Share on other sites. Founding
Member. Retro Rich 1, Posted December 24, Author Administrators. DeanoCoupe Posted
December 26, Posted December 26, Might get my lad, in the States, to investigate some more
Posted December 28, I like that supercharger kit! Now where's that "drool" emoji? DeanoCoupe
Posted December 28, I would too, if it actually gave some umph! Have you got a link? Out of
interest, what is the basic power figure for the USA-spec V6 model? Posted December 29,
Create an account or sign in to comment You need to be a member in order to leave a comment
Create an account Sign up for a new account in our community. Register a new account. Sign in
Already have an account? Sign In Now. Followers 1. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. No
matter - the new V6 Accords are still a lot faster than the previous-generation V6es. According
to the engineers, the engine is actually rated HP and foot-pounds if you run it on premium
gasoline. However, it is being marketed as being a HP engine, since the target population
segment isn't into fast cars. The throttle body , rather than being driven directly by a cable from
the accelerator pedal, is computer-controlled. When the driver steps on the gas, the ECU opens
up the throttle body as wide as it'll go i. However, when the transmission shifts, it cuts the
throttle partially. This is very good on automatic transmission -equipped cars, since "power
shifting" is hard on the clutch pack s in the transmission. As any manual driver will tell you, the
best way to shift gears involves letting off the gas. The V6 Accord Coupe will have an available
six-speed manual transmission , whereas the Sedan probably won't. The manual coupe will also
feature a louder air intake for that "sporty" sound. However, the number of gears in the
automatic transmissions has gone from four to five - excellent for keeping the engine within its
best power range under varied driving conditions. It is interesting to note that the cylinder
heads have integrated exhaust manifold s. While this may not bode well for enthusiasts who
want to get upgraded headers , it does allow closer coupling with the catalytic converter s.
Introduced with the seventh-generation V6 Accord s debuted September , these engines utilize
the same 3. Log in or register to write something here or to contact authors. Sign in Login
Password remember me Lost password Sign up. Clare's review by Tem42 Daft Punk event by
everyone Captain Fagan's wives person by npecom It'd be an interesting way to go poetry by
O-Swirl Each betrayal begins with trust fiction by gate A bit of everything opinion by Glowing
Fish ignore list opinion by etouffee February 20, log by TheDeadGuy jogging personal by
vongrim more. Thu Oct 10 at In , J30A engine was launched with the displacement of 3 liters.
Inside this block, there is has a crankshaft with the stroke of 86 mm, mm connecting rods and
30 mm compression height of the pistons. This provides the displacement of 3 liters. This
cylinder block is covered with two valve SOHC heads. These heads use 34 mm intake valves,
and 29 mm exhaust valves. The camshafts are rotated by a timing belt to be replaced after every
60, miles. In addition, you should adjust valves after every 25,, miles. Here are the valve
clearances for a cold engine: 0. The firing order is The diameter of the throttle body is 60 mm.
This 3 liter engine was manufactured until , and then it was replaced by the popular J This is the

only version that has not yet been discontinued. The power was HP 5, rpm, the torque was Nm
4, rpm. J30A4 â€” this engine uses new pistons compression ratio 10 , the intake valves
diameter was increased to 35 mm while the exhaust valves were not changed and remained 30
mm. There was also a modified VTEC system, a new intake manifold, an electronic throttle body,
and a new exhaust manifold and exhaust system were installed. These mods were successful,
and the power increased to HP 6, rpm, and the torque to Nm 5, rpm. J30Y1 was a modification
for the Chinese market. It was installed in Acura RDX. This engine reached HP 6, rpm, the torque
was Nm 5, rpm. These engines often have problems with unstable rpm. To remove this fault, it is
sufficient to clean the throttle body or the EGR valve. As to the rest, J30A are good and pretty
reliable engines, but all of them are very old, and they have run many thousand miles. All this
only means that you can face problem at any time. Do what depends on you: regularly perform
maintenance of your engine and use good quality engine oil. You will need the following
performance parts: cold air intake system, a J37A throttle body, J30A4 pistons, a J32A2 head, a
J32A2 intake and exhaust system. All these mods will increase the power to HP, this is the
optimum price-to-quality ratio. You can look for some performance cams, install high
compression pistons, or do other upgrades, but it is not worth the money. You may avoid
spending your money for what is described above, and just purchase a supercharger kit that
will give you about the same horsepower. This will definitely be enough. It makes no sense to
go even higher, you will need forged internals, a turbokit, and a lot of other components.
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valves per cylinder. Acura CL Engine lifespan, km miles -Official information -Real. This
warranty is subject to modifications and changes. JDM Racing Motors reserves the right to
enforce these modifications without prior notice. We highly recommend that you make a
purchase from our company when you are ready to the installation either once received or
within the first week. The reason for this is because your warranty period on applicable items
will start once you receive your item. Any claim placed after the warranty period cannot be
accepted. Unless otherwise stated, you are purchasing a tested, working unit. Even on the first
day of your warranty period if this occurs; any claim will immediately be refused. Additionally;
shipping and labor charges are not covered under the warranty. Buyer must accept the
responsibility and coverage upon placing a claim. Claims or chargebacks stating the item is not
as described will not be accepted. All buyers are presented with actual item pictures prior to
shipping out. If a settlement is in progress and the client attempts a chargeback, know that all
previous offers are subject to deductions in dealing with the chargeback case. The return must
be legit and must comply with the terms of our warranty and the buyer must accept and respect
the following terms:. On Sale Our Brands. Search by keyword GO! Online Now 4. Compression
test video. More Views. If you purchase any product, you agree to terms and conditions below.
Warranty We are not responsible for any labor charges. If during the installation process, minor
defective parts are found, please contact us in order to get them replaced. If you choose to
purchase such parts from other retailers, it will be at your own cost. Do know that these are
used JDM products and cosmetic defects and minor damage not to intefere with functionality is
to be expected. Small parts and accessories are generally not covered under the warranty
unless otherwise indicated but do contact us when an issue is noted. If this item needs any
minor or major repairs, the item must be returned. Labor costs are not covered. All wear and
tear parts e. Damage to oil pans cannot be covered. Due to the process in which we import;
many engines will have dents and imperfections on the oil pan at the time of listing.. Warranty
of any Seized or Blown engines by customer during warranty period due to unprofessional
installation or any other reason is void. You will receive the item as shown in the pictures
displayed. Any other additional parts required to complete your swap will have to be purchased
separately. Some products may require additional components to be fully functional. Claims
and Returns Claims You may claim for any part that was included in the original item
description as included parts and must comply with all sections of our warranty terms. Pictures
and documents invoice and mechanic report will be required to support claims. We would
greatly appreciate your cooperation. The following claims are not accepted : You can not claim
for any parts which was not included in original package nor mentioned in description page.
You can not claim for any part, component or sensor which are clearly showing damaged in the
original listing picture s or in the description of the item. You cannot claim for an item which is
not compatible with your vehicle but you realized after receiving the item or during installation.
Returns The return must be legit and must comply with the terms of our warranty and the buyer
must accept and respect the following terms: We do not charge a restocking fee. Shipping
charges are not refundable. Charges related to the return of the item must be prepaid by the
customer as well as any customs fees and related charges. In the unlikely event that the item

needs to be returned, it must be in the same condition it was sold and fully assembled. We must
receive all of the parts that were included in the sale for the warranty to be valid. The test and
inspection is to determine that no damages have occurred to the products or items during the
client's possession. When we sign for the returned item Proof of Delivery at our warehouse, the
act of signing does not apply that your claim has been accepted. If the item is returned with
missing or damaged parts, you will be charged the retail price of replacement of the missing
part s which we will deduct from the refund at our discretion. If during inspection we discover
that the item was damaged or destroyed while under the client's possession, we will not issue
any refund or form of compensation. If the case is determined NOT to be valid, there will be no
replacement sent or refund issued. Due to the number of false warranty claims we have been
forced to evaluate each claim critically based on the purchase and strict revision of dates. For
example: a claim for a broken rod bearing within the first week of receiving the engine will more
likely receive proper validation as opposed to the last
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week of the warranty. Please note that many claims are due to the neglect of the purchased
item or possible modification such a remapping or faulty tuning of an engine itself. These types
of modification although difficult to determine on our end will not be warranted. If a staff
member, for any reason, has an inclination to assume this has been done to an engine, your
warranty claim will be refused. Know what you are buying. Buyer must determine the fitment if it
is not stated. Any purchase used towards racing and rally applications will not be warrantied.
Some parts may be performance oriented or upgrades to stock components but we do not
encourage the use of our stock to be used for these applications or to be subject to aggressive
driving conditions. Directions From Highway 40 Metropolitan. Contact Our Team Name. Send
message. Your message has been sent. We will be in touch with you shortly. Unfortunately,
there was a problem. Please try to send the message again later or call us.

